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### Index of Knowledge Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Dictionary</th>
<th>Number of Headwords</th>
<th>Survival Kits</th>
<th>Pocket Dictionaries</th>
<th>Student's Dictionaries</th>
<th>Concise Dictionaries</th>
<th>Comprehensive Dictionaries</th>
<th>Monolingual Hungarian Dictionaries</th>
<th>Academic Mobile Dictionaries</th>
<th>Dictionaries of Idioms</th>
<th>Oxford-Duden Picture Dictionaries</th>
<th>Professional Dictionaries</th>
<th>Language Exam Dictionaries</th>
<th>Thematic Language Exam Dictionaries</th>
<th>Audio Dictionaries</th>
<th>Survival Kits Dictionaries for Tourists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Dictionaries</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000–4000</td>
<td>20 000</td>
<td>24 000</td>
<td>30 000</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td>1000–200 000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000–200 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival Kits Dictionaries for Tourists</td>
<td>2000–4000</td>
<td>20 000</td>
<td>24 000</td>
<td>30 000</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket Dictionaries</td>
<td>20 000</td>
<td>24 000</td>
<td>30 000</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student's Dictionaries</td>
<td>24 000</td>
<td>30 000</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concise Dictionaries</td>
<td>30 000</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Dictionaries</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual Hungarian Dictionaries</td>
<td>1000–200 000</td>
<td>2000–4000</td>
<td>20 000</td>
<td>24 000</td>
<td>30 000</td>
<td>40 000–70 000</td>
<td>100 000–200 000</td>
<td>240 000–300 000</td>
<td>600–215 000</td>
<td>3000–100 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dictionaries • English

**English–Hungarian Comprehensive Dictionary with Online Access**

Országh, László–Magay, Tamás  
ISBN 978 963 05 8721 1 • 1800 pp. • 202x285 mm • hardback  
120 000 headwords • 200 000 expressions • price €75

**Hungarian–English Comprehensive Dictionary with CD-ROM and Online Access**

Országh, László–Futász, Dezső–Kövecses, Zoltán  
ISBN 963 05 8250 3 • 1603 pp. • 202x285 mm • hardback  
120 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €75

**English–Hungarian Classical Comprehensive Dictionary with Online Access**

Országh, László–Magay, Tamás  
ISBN 978 963 05 8720 4 • 1800 pp. • 202x285 mm • hardback–leather  
120 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €99

**Hungarian–English Classical Comprehensive Dictionary with CD-ROM and Online Access**

Országh, László–Futász, Dezső–Kövecses, Zoltán  
ISBN 963 05 7515 9 • 1603 pp. • 202x285 mm • hardback–leather  
120 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €99

- the largest English–Hungarian, Hungarian–English dictionary in the world
- the vocabulary of 60 professional fields including law, information technology and economics
- the complete material of the dictionary is also available in electronic version

**Akadémiai Mobimouse 6**  
Comprehensive English–Hungarian, Hungarian–English Dictionary CD-ROM

Országh, László–Magay, Tamás–Futász, Dezső–Kövecses, Zoltán  
ISBN 978 963 05 8664 1 • 240 000 headwords • 500 000 expressions • price €99

For Windows XP and Vista operation systems!

- the complete material of the English–Hungarian and Hungarian–English Classical Comprehensive Dictionaries
- the software recognizes and translates words and expressions that are displayed on screen in Windows fonts
ENGLISH–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
SPECIAL EDITION WITH EXTRAS
Országh, László–Magay, Tamás–Futász, Dezső–Kövecses, Zoltán
ISBN 978 963 05 8743 3 • 1175 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback • price €40

- the required vocabulary of language exams
- vocabulary supplement in the English–Hungarian dictionary, arranged according to topics
- the complete material of the dictionary is also available in electronic version
- the English–Hungarian dictionary contains a unique audio dictionary with original British pronunciation
- the Hungarian–English dictionary contains an audio CD with specific vocabulary and sentences for travel

HUNGARIAN–ENGLISH CONCISE DICTIONARY
SPECIAL EDITION WITH EXTRAS
Magay, Tamás–Országh, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8756 3 • 837 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback • price €40

- user-friendly, simple structure, easy to search
- up-to-date vocabulary, frequency index, grammatical information
- support for language exam preparation
- appendix with CV and letter templates

ENGLISH–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
WITH ONLINE ACCESS
ISBN 978 963 05 8776 1 • 752 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
18 000 headwords • 5000 examples and expressions • price €15

- clear, well-arranged headwords
- up-to-date vocabulary and examples
- grammatical and other useful information in Appendix
- the complete material is also available in electronic version

HUNGARIAN–ENGLISH SMALL DICTIONARY
ONLINE ACCESS
ISBN 978 963 05 8777 8 • 818 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
19 000 headwords • 5000 examples and expressions • price €15

- the vocabulary of the spoken language
- contains the special vocabulary of computer technology, business life, media, politics, law, sports and slang –
- the required vocabulary of language exam
- the complete material of the dictionary is also available in electronic version

ENGLISH LANGUAGE EXAM DICTIONARY
ISBN 978 963 05 8229 2 • 248 pp. • 142x198 mm • paperback
5500 headwords • 12 language exam topics • price €15

- an indispensable handbook for beginners and advanced learners
- includes the 12 basic topics of the oral language examination and school leaving exams
- dictionary in alphabetical order: the most important 5500 words from A to Z
DICTIONARIES • ENGLISH

ENGLISH–HUNGARIAN THEMATIC LANGUAGE EXAM DICTIONARY
SERIES: AKÁDEMIAI FÜZETEK
ISBN 978 963 05 8815 7 • 72 pp. • 142×198 mm • saddle-stitched • price €15
• an indispensable manual for students preparing for language and secondary school leaving exams
• the active vocabulary of the oral exam
• 12 chapters arranged according to topics, 1 chapter on prepositions

HUNGARIAN–ENGLISH, ENGLISH–HUNGARIAN POCKET DICTIONARY
ISBN 978 963 05 8117 2 • 872 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
24 000 headwords • 130 000 lexical units • price €12
• an easy-to-use dictionary for beginners and for travellers
• provides an immediate help in face-to-face situations
• the essential vocabulary for active language use
• helps with the comprehension of simple texts and travel–related expression
• includes examples, prepositions, explanations and a list of irregular English verbs

ENGLISH SURVIVAL KIT FOR TOURISTS
Furkó, Péter
ISBN 978 963 05 8683 2 • 440 pp. • 115×190 mm • hardback
4 000 headwords • 70 situations • 500 examples • price €10
• for those who are preparing for a private or business trip
• the general vocabulary of everyday life
• practical pieces of advice for travellers
• English pronunciation

SURVIVAL KIT FOR BUSINESSMEN
Furkó, Péter
ISBN 978 963 05 8745 7 • 400 pp. • 115×190 mm • paperback
5000 headwords • 200 situations • 250 examples • price €10
• indispensable for beginners and advanced learners
• for business travellers
• practical pieces of information for everyday and business situations
• English pronunciation

HUNGARIAN–ENGLISH, ENGLISH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS
ISBN 978 963 05 8437 3 • 596 pp. • 115×190 mm • paperback
20 000 headwords • 60 000 lexical units • price €12
• the vocabulary of everyday life and travel
• help with the pronunciation of English and Hungarian words

TRAVELLERS’ HUNGARIAN–ENGLISH AUDIO DICTIONARY
ISBN 978 963 05 8692 4 • 36 pp. • 600 word and sentences
20 chapters • price €10
• the basic English vocabulary needed for everyday conversation
• the words and sentences of the most important topics
• the whole material is available on CD, suitable for learning and practising while travelling

ENGLISH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF IDIOMS
BRITISH AND AMERICAN ENGLISH IDIOMS
Nagy, George
ISBN 978 963 05 8847 8 • 900 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback
12 000 expressions • 15 000 example sentences • price €35
• idiomatic expressions, set phrases, collocations, similes, proverbs and sayings
• usage of expressions illustrated by example sentences
• focus on modern American terminology
ENGLISH-HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
Magay, Tamás
ISBN 978 963 05 8812 6 • 460 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback • 7000 British and American expressions • 6000 British sample sentences • price €35
• the most common British and American idiomatic expressions
• the usage of expressions illustrated by sample sentences

ENGLISH-HUNGARIAN, HUNGARIAN-ENGLISH IDIOMS
Kövecses, Zoltán
• most frequent English, American and Hungarian idiomatic expressions
• proverbs, sayings, metaphorical set phrases, collocations, expressions, similes, and multiple compounds

HUNGARIAN-ENGLISH PICTURE DICTIONARY
Oxford-Duden
Pheby, John–Ányos, László
ISBN 963 05 6660 5 • 860 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback • 55 000 headwords 378 thematically arranged, illustrated tables • price €33
• exact, explicit and clear information in pictures
• a rich vocabulary of different professional fields
• Hungarian and English index

DICTIONARIES • ENGLISH

ENGLISH-HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE VOL. 1–2
ISBN 978 963 05 8051 9 • 1680 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback • price €99

ENGLISH-HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF FINANCE WITH CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS
Nagy, Péter–Varga, Jenő
ISBN 963 05 8224 4 • 1000 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback • price €70

HUNGARIAN-ENGLISH EXPLANATORY DICTIONARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION WITH CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS
ISBN 963 05 8225 2 • 400 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback • price €39

DICTIONARIES • GERMAN

GERMAN-HUNGARIAN COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 978 963 05 8814 0 • 1914 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback–leather 190 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €99

HUNGARIAN-GERMAN COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY WITH CD AND ONLINE ACCESS
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 963 05 8251 1 • 1686 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback 130 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €75

GERMAN-HUNGARIAN CLASSICAL COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 978 963 05 8813 3 • 1914 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback–leather 190 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €99

HUNGARIAN-GERMAN CLASSICAL COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY WITH CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 963 05 7512 4 • 1686 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback–leather 130 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €99
• the largest German–Hungarian, Hungarian–German dictionary
• extensive grammatical information, important idiomatic expressions, phrases and examples
• the complete material is also available in electronic version
• various search options within vocabulary entries

AKADÉMIAI MOBI MOUSE PLUS CD-ROM
COMPREHENSIVE GERMAN–HUNGARIAN, HUNGARIAN–GERMAN DICTIONARY
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 978 963 05 7988 X • 1686 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback–leather 130 000 headwords • 250 000 expressions • price €99
• a CD-ROM containing the complete material of the German–Hungarian and Hungarian–German Classical Comprehensive Dictionaries
• the software recognizes and translates the words and expressions that are displayed on screen in Windows fonts
GERMAN–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
WITH APPENDIX AND ONLINE ACCESS
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 978 963 05 8830 0 • 2010 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • the vocabulary of 50 disciplines • 100 000 expressions
183 000 equivalents • 40 000 sample phrases • price €30

• communication aid: formal and informal letter templates,
  e-mail and text message usage, CV and application form
  samples, examples of advertisements
• new orthography rules
• easy-to-use, clear structure
• the complete material is also available in electronic
  version

AKADÉMIAI GERMAN–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY
Halász, Előd–Földes, Csaba–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 978 963 05 8887 7 • 142x198 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • 50 000 expressions • 150 000 lexical units • price €25

• up-to-date vocabulary and examples
• help with the active construction of sentences
• for beginners and advanced learners

GERMAN–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Dóra, Dóra
ISBN 978 963 05 8690 0 • 98x137 mm • hardback
12 000 headwords • 65 000 lexical units • price €15

HUNGARIAN–GERMAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Pomázi, Gyöngyi
ISBN 978 963 05 8689 4 • 98x137 mm • hardback
12 000 headwords • 65 000 lexical units • price €15

• modern vocabulary and rich example material
• the vocabulary of the spoken language
• help with the active construction of sentences

GERMAN–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF IDIOMS
GERMANISMS
Dóra, Dóra
ISBN 978 963 05 8360 2 • 700 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback
12 000 expressions • 15 000 sample phrases • price €35

• German expressions, set phrases, proverbs and sayings
  with Hungarian equivalents
• from beginners to students preparing for the advanced
  level language examination
• essential for language teachers and translators
DICTIONARIES • GERMAN

**GERMAN LANGUAGE EXAM DICTIONARY**
Two-in-one German–Hungarian Thematic and Alphabetical Dictionary
ISBN 978 963 05 8660 3 • 208 pp. • 142×198 mm • paperback
8500 headwords • price €19
- includes the 15 basic topics of the oral language examination and the school leaving exams
- the most important 8500 words from A to Z

**GERMAN–HUNGARIAN THEMATIC LANGUAGE EXAM DICTIONARY**
Series: Akadémiai Füzetek
ISBN 978 963 05 8816 4 • 60 pp. • 142×198 mm • saddle-stitched
12 language exam topics • price €15
- for students preparing for language exam and secondary school leaving exams
- the active vocabulary of the oral exam
- 12 chapters arranged according to topics, 1 chapter on prepositions

**GERMAN SURVIVAL KIT FOR TOURISTS**
Doba, Dóra
ISBN 978 963 05 8840 9 • 480 pp. • 115×190 mm • paperback
6000 headwords • 70 situations • 500 illustrative examples • price €10
- for those who are preparing for a private or business trip
- the general vocabulary of everyday life
- practical pieces of advice for travellers

**TRAVELLERS’ HUNGARIAN–GERMAN AUDIO DICTIONARY**
ISBN 978 963 05 8691 7 • 36 pp. • 600 words and sentences • 20 chapters • price €10
- the basic German vocabulary needed for everyday conversation
- the words and sentences of the most important topics
- the whole material is available on CD, suitable for learning and practising while travelling

**EURODICTIONARY – GERMAN**
Willmann, Helmut-Worsch, Wolfgang-Dorogman, György
ISBN 978 963 05 7414 4 • 627 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
48 000 headwords • 100 000 lexical units • price €15

---

**DICTIONARIES • FRENCH**

**FRENCH–HUNGARIAN COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY WITH CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS**
Eckhardt, Sándor-Öláh, Tibor
ISBN 978 963 05 8082 3 • 1488 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback
90 000 headwords • 300 000 lexical units • price €80

**HUNGARIAN–FRENCH COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY WITH CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS**
Eckhardt, Sándor–Konrád, Miklós
ISBN 978 963 05 8083 7 • 1912 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback
135 000 headwords • 400 000 lexical units • price €80

**FRENCH–HUNGARIAN COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY**
Eckhardt, Sándor–Oláh, Tibor
ISBN 978 963 05 7776 2 • 1488 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback
90 000 headwords • 300 000 lexical units • price €69

**HUNGARIAN–FRENCH COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY**
Eckhardt, Sándor–Konrád, Miklós
ISBN 978 963 05 7777 1 • 1912 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback
135 000 headwords • 400 000 lexical units • price €69
- the largest French–Hungarian, Hungarian–French dictionary
- the vocabulary of 60 disciplines including law, information technology and economics
- extensive grammatical information, important idiomatic expressions, phrases and examples

**FRENCH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS**
Bárdosi, Vilmos–Szabó, Dávid
ISBN 978 963 05 8718 1 • 168×240 mm • hardback • 51 000 headwords • price €30
- the vocabulary of everyday language, the basic vocabulary of 50 disciplines
- phonetic transcription for every headword
- Belgian, Swiss and Canadian vocabulary
- official French equivalents of naturalised English words
- formal and informal letter-templates, samples of CVs, covering letters, invitation cards, e-mails and text messages
FRENCH–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Bárdosi, Vilmos
ISBN 978 963 05 8717 4 • 688 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
22 000 headwords • 65 000 lexical units • price €15
• the vocabulary of everyday language and professional terminology
• the most frequent idiomatic expressions
• sentences can be easily constructed with the indication of syntactic structures
• the material is also available in electronic version

HUNGARIAN–FRENCH SMALL DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Konrád, Miklós
ISBN 978 963 05 8716 7 • 680 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
25 000 headwords • 65 000 lexical units • price €15
• contains the general vocabulary necessary in everyday life, as well as the special vocabulary of travelling and tourism
• even simple sentences can be easily constructed with the help of this dictionary
• contains both French and Hungarian pronunciation

HUNGARIAN–FRENCH, FRENCH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS
Végh, Béla
ISBN 978 963 05 8288 9 • 622 pp. • 98×137 mm • paperback
18 000 headwords • 60 000 lexical units • price €12
• contains an up-to-date and practical dictionary
• the vocabulary of the spoken language
• contains a guide to the conjugation of Italian verbs

ITALIAN–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Herczeg, Gyula–Juhász, Zsuzsanna
ISBN 978 963 05 8823 4 • 1120 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
70 000 headwords • 200 000 lexical units • price €60
• contains the vocabulary of everyday language and professional terminology
• grammatical information, well-arranged, clear structure
• for learners preparing for intermediate and advanced level language exams

HUNGARIAN–ITALIAN DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Koltay-Kastner, Jenő–Juhász, Zsuzsanna
ISBN 978 963 05 8825 6 • 1132 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
70 000 headwords • 200 000 lexical units • price €60
• contains the vocabulary of everyday language and professional terminology
• grammatical information, well-arranged, clear structure
• for learners preparing for intermediate and advanced level language exams

ITALIAN–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Herczeg, Gyula–Juhász, Zsuzsanna
ISBN 978 963 05 7876 9 • 688 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
24 000 headwords • 50 000 expressions • price €15

ITALIAN–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Koltay-Kastner, Jenő–Juhász, Zsuzsanna
ISBN 978 963 05 7877 6 • 688 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
24 000 headwords • 50 000 expressions • price €15
• up-to-date collection of headwords
• examples taken from realistic contexts
• grammatical information
• well-arranged, clearly structured vocabulary entries

ITALIAN–HUNGARIAN, ITALIAN–HUNGARIAN POCKET DICTIONARY
Nagy, Mária
ISBN 978 963 05 8355 8 • 700 pp. • 98×137 mm • paperback
23 000 headwords • 60 000 lexical units • price €12
• an up-to-date and practical dictionary
• the vocabulary of the spoken language
• contains a guide to the conjugation of Italian verbs
SPANISH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Faluba, Kálmán–Morvay, Károly–Szijj, Ildikó
ISBN 978 963 05 8705 1 • 816 pp. • 142×198mm • hardback
54 000 headwords and examples • price €30

HUNGARIAN–SPANISH DICTIONARY WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Faluba, Kálmán–Szijj, Ildikó
ISBN 978 963 05 8704 4 • 748 pp. • 142×198mm • hardback
50 000 headwords • price €30

new, up-to-date dictionary reflecting everyday language use
utilising the latest monolingual and bilingual sources

SPANISH–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Faluba, Kálmán–Morvay, Károly–Szijj, Ildikó
ISBN 978 963 05 8093 9 • 650 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
22 000 headwords • 50 000 expressions • price €15

HUNGARIAN–SPANISH SMALL DICTIONARY
Faluba, Kálmán–Gáldi, László–Zavaleta, Julio
ISBN 963 05 7861 1 • 704 pp. • 98×137 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • 60 000 expressions • price €15

• up-to-date vocabulary, plenty of examples, grammatical information
• the dictionary gives preference to Castilian Spanish, but contains general expressions of Latin-American Spanish as well

HUNGARIAN–SPANISH, SPANISH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS
Király, Rudolf
ISBN 978 963 05 8356 5 • 460 pp. • 98×137 mm • paperback
14 000 headwords • 10 000 expressions • price €12

• new, revised edition
• contains the general vocabulary necessary in everyday life, as well as the specific vocabulary of travelling and tourism
• contains both Spanish and Hungarian pronunciation
DICTIONARY OF LATIN
Finály, Henrik
ISBN 963 05 7863 B • 1080 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback
60 000 headwords • 150 000 lexical units • price €40

• the vocabulary of ancient Latin with modern meanings

LATIN–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Györkös, Alajos
ISBN 978 963 05 6793 0 • 624 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
25 000 headwords • 55 000 expressions • price €35

• the vocabulary of classical authors
• the words and expressions of Roman law and medieval Latin
• the most important and frequent words and expressions
• geographical and proper names

HUNGARIAN–LATIN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Györkös, Alajos
ISBN 978 963 05 6781 7 • 1168 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
45 000 headwords • 90 000 expressions • price €35

• headwords
• important words and expressions
• proper names

LATIN–HUNGARIAN STUDENT’S DICTIONARY
Tegyey, Imre
ISBN 978 963 05 7411 2 • 392 pp. • 117x190 mm • paperback
17 000 headwords • 41 000 lexical units • price €25

• the vocabulary of secondary school textbooks
• reference books
• the most recent findings of classical philology
• the vocabulary of classical Latin authors dealt with at school and the equivalents of modern concepts
• Latin equivalents of Hungarian proverbs and sayings

HUNGARIAN–LATIN STUDENT’S DICTIONARY
Tegyey, Imre
ISBN 983 05 8227 9 • 496 pp. • 117x190 mm • paperback
22 000 headwords • 8000 expressions • price €25

• the vocabulary of secondary school textbooks
• reference books
• the most recent findings of classical philology
• the vocabulary of classical Latin authors dealt with at school and the equivalents of modern concepts
• Latin equivalents of Hungarian proverbs and sayings

PORTUGUESE–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Király, Rudolf
ISBN 963 05 6495 5 • 728 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
45 000 headwords • 20 000 examples and expressions • price €40

• focuses on the language spoken in Portugal
• includes important words used only in Brazil
• contains the most frequent expressions, sayings and proverbs
• contains Portuguese pronunciation

HUNGARIAN–PORTUGUESE CONCISE DICTIONARY
Király, Rudolf
ISBN 978 963 05 6496 0 • 832 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
50 000 headwords • 23 000 examples and expressions • price €40

• focuses on the language spoken in Portugal
• includes important words used only in Brazil
• contains the most frequent expressions, sayings and proverbs
• contains Portuguese pronunciation

HUNGARIAN–PORTUGUESE, PORTUGUESE–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS
Perjés, Magdolna
ISBN 963 05 8155 4 • 516 pp. • 98x137 mm • paperback
17 000 headwords • 15 000 expressions • price €12

• contains the general vocabulary necessary in everyday life, as well as the specific vocabulary of travelling and tourism
• contains both Portuguese and Hungarian pronunciation

ROMANIAN–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Bakos, Ferenc
ISBN 978 963 05 6510 3 • 852 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
42 000 headwords • 90 000 expressions • price €30

• the basic vocabulary of the modern Romanian language
• spelling follows the Romanian academic standard
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ROMANIAN–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Bakos, Ferenc–Dorogman, György
ISBN 963 05 6876 4 • 640 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • 20 000 collocations • price €15

HUNGARIAN–ROMANIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Bakos, Ferenc–Borza, Lucia
ISBN 963 963 05 6786 2 • 628 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • 20 000 collocations • price €15
• the basic vocabulary of the modern Romanian language
• spelling follows the Romanian academic standard

HUNGARIAN–ROMANIAN, ROMANIAN–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS
Reinhart, Erzsébet
ISBN 978 963 05 7882 0 • 680 pp. • 98x137 mm • paperback
18 000 headwords • 18 000 expressions • price €12
• contains the general vocabulary necessary in everyday life, as well as the specific vocabulary of travelling and tourism
• contains both Romanian and Hungarian pronunciation

FINNISH–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Papp, István
ISBN 978 963 05 6498 4 • 1120 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
49 000 headwords • 38 000 examples and expressions • price €35

HUNGARIAN–FINNISH CONCISE DICTIONARY
Papp, István–Jakab, László
ISBN 963 05 6594 3 • 856 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback
56 000 headwords • 62 000 examples and expressions • price €35
• the vocabulary and expressions of standard and literary Finnish and Hungarian
• the words and expressions of everyday, archaic, rare and other language use

FINNISH–HUNGARIAN STUDENT’S DICTIONARY
Jakab, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8490 6 • 600 pp. • 117x190 mm • paperback
30 000 headwords • 100 000 examples and expressions • price €25
• the vocabulary and expressions of standard and literary Finnish and Hungarian
• rich and up-to-date vocabulary, with new phrases and expressions

HEBREW–HUNGARIAN COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY
Radácsy, László
ISBN 963 7475 68 0 • 720 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback
35 000 words • 15 000 expressions • price €60

HUNGARIAN–HEBREW COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY
Radácsy, László
ISBN 963 7475 75 3 • 484 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback
35 000 words • 15 000 expressions • price €60
• published by Akadémiai Kiadó in cooperation with Makkabi Publishing House
• the real language and vocabulary of modern Israel and contemporary Hebrew
• common international expressions, words taken from Yiddish, Arabic and English
• useful for those who are interested in traditional Jewish literature and the original Hebrew texts of the Bible
DUTCH–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY

Zugor, István
ISBN 978 963 05 6499 1 • 860 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
24 000 headwords • 8000 expressions • price €15

- the vocabulary of modern and literary Hungarian, complete with colloquial language, common expressions, slang and technical terms
- up-to-date vocabulary; well-arranged, clearly structured entries
- plenty of information on grammar and pronunciation

HUNGARIAN–DUTCH DICTIONARY WITH CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS

Kammer, Henry–Boschné Ablonczy, Emőke
ISBN 978 963 05 7518 8 • 768 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback–leather
45 000 headwords • 100 000 lexical units • price €60

- the vocabulary of modern and literary Hungarian, complete with colloquial language, common expressions, slang and technical terms
- up-to-date vocabulary; well-arranged, clearly structured entries
- plenty of information on grammar and pronunciation

HUNGARIAN–DUTCH DICTIONARY

Kammer, Henry–Boschné Ablonczy, Emőke
ISBN 978 963 05 7518 8 • 768 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback–leather
45 000 headwords • 100 000 lexical units • price €60

RUSSIAN–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY

Gáldi, László–Uzonyi, Pál
ISBN 978 963 05 7633 8 • 884 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback–leather
60 000 headwords • 100 000 expressions • price €45

- contains the vocabulary of everyday language and professional terminology reflecting the recent state of Hungarian and Russian
- for learners preparing for intermediate and advanced language exams and translators

CROATIAN–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY

Hadrovics, László–Nyomárkay, István
ISBN 978 963 05 8064 9 • 544 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
23 500 headwords • 20 000 expressions • price €15

HUNGARIAN–CROATIAN SMALL DICTIONARY

Hadrovics, László–Nyomárkay, István
ISBN 978 963 05 7878 6 • 579 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
26 100 headwords • 20 000 expressions • price €15

- the vocabulary of the spoken language
- for beginners and tourists

HUNGARIAN–CROATIAN, CROATIAN–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS

Veres, Marietta
ISBN 978 963 05 8138 7 • 632 pp. • 98x137 mm • paperback
20 000 headwords • 60 000 lexical units • price €12

- contains the general vocabulary necessary in everyday life, as well as the specific vocabulary of travelling and tourism
- contains both Croatian and Hungarian pronunciation
SWEDISH–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Lakó, György
ISBN 978 963 05 6400 7 • 1048 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
45 000 headwords • 77 000 lexical units • price €35

for those who are preparing for a private or business trip
the basic Hungarian vocabulary needed for everyday conversation
the words and sentences of the most important topics
the whole material is available on CD, suitable for learning and practising while travelling

HUNGARIAN–SWEDISH CONCISE DICTIONARY
Kiefer, Ferenc
ISBN 978 963 05 6022 4 • 648 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
50 000 headwords • 30 000 expressions • price €35

the vocabulary of standard and literary language with the vocabulary of natural sciences, arts, trade and sports
for language learners and translators

SERBIAN–HUNGARIAN SMALL DICTIONARY
Hadrovics, László–Nyomárykay, István
ISBN 978 963 05 7379 5 • 632 pp. • 98x137 mm • hardback
22 000 headwords • 5500 expressions • price €15

the vocabulary of the spoken language
for beginners and tourists

HUNGARIAN–TURKISH, TURKISH–HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY FOR TOURISTS
Dávid, Géza
ISBN 978 963 05 7805 9 • 704 pp. • 98x137 mm • paperback
20 000 headwords • 20 000 expressions • price €12

contains the general vocabulary necessary in everyday life, as well as the specific vocabulary of travelling and tourism
travel vocabulary: expressions for looking for accommodation, meals, shopping, buying tickets, sightseeing
contains both Turkish and Hungarian pronunciation

TRAVELLERS’ HUNGARIAN–CROATIAN AUDIO DICTIONARY
ISBN 978 963 05 8807 2 • 36 pp. • 600 word and sentences • 20 chapters • price €10

for those who are preparing for a private or business trip
the basic Croatian vocabulary needed for everyday conversation
the words and sentences of the most important topics
the whole material is available on CD, suitable for learning and practising while travelling

ANCIENT GREEK–HUNGARIAN COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY
Györkös, Alajos–Kapitányffy, István–Tegyey, Imre
ISBN 978 963 05 6522 6 • 1240 pp. • 168x238 mm • hardback–leather
53 000 headwords • 60 000 set phrases, expressions and examples • price €75

general and professional vocabulary
precise and detailed information
the vocabulary of the most significant works of classical Greek literature
the vocabulary of additional works by selected authors

MODERN GREEK–HUNGARIAN CONCISE DICTIONARY
Mohay, András
ISBN 978 963 05 4387 3 • 776 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • 48 000 lexical units • price €45

the vocabulary of modern Greek
the vocabulary and meanings used in modern standard Greek, the Dimotiki, with details of the Cyprian version of Greek
provides help to read modern literature and press
THE RULES OF HUNGARIAN ORTHOGRAPHY 4 IN 1

Hungarian Academy of Sciences
11TH EDITION, 12TH IMPRESSION WITH MODIFIED EXAMPLES
ISBN 978 963 05 8742 6 • 512 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback
Book+CD-Rom+Internet • price €20
• an academic reference book of Hungarian Orthography
• colourful, clear, user-friendly structure
• online access to rules
• online access to dictionary

DICTIONARY OF HUNGARIAN ORTHOGRAPHY

Fábián, Pál-Deme, László-Tóth, Eteleka
ISBN 963 05 7830 9 • 600 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
140 000 headwords • price €25
• the spelling of words of everyday language;
• the spelling of difficult words
• with the approval of the Hungarian Language Committee
  of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences

AKADÉMIAI DICTIONARY OF HUNGARIAN ORTHOGRAPHY

ISBN 978 963 05 8795 2 • 1416 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback
180 000 headwords • price €20
• updated, extended vocabulary
• helps to use correct orthography
• based on the official spelling regulations
  of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
• an enormous list of headwords

STUDENT’S DICTIONARY OF HUNGARIAN ORTHOGRAPHY

Tóth, Eteleka
ISBN 963 05 8065 9 • 688 pp. • 117×190 mm • paperback
41 000 headwords • price €19
• modern standard language and the language
  used by young people today
• difficult spellings in school subjects: history, literature,
  grammar, mathematics, media, information technology,
  geography etc.
• the spelling of proper and geographical names

THE CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE WITH ONLINE ACCESS

Research Institute for Linguistics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
ISBN 978 963 05 8737 2 • 1536 pp. • 202×285 mm • hardback
75 000 headwords • 150 000 expressions • price €40
• the only academic level reference work of the Hungarian language
• frequency index based on the database of the Hungarian National Archive
• samples of the vocabulary of Hungarian outside Hungary
• based on the official spelling regulations of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
• the complete material is also available in electronic version

THE CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE WITH AUDIO CD-ROM AND ONLINE ACCESS

Research Institute for Linguistics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
ISBN 978 963 05 8554 5 • 1156 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback
25 000 headwords • price €20
• unique audio dictionary with the pronunciation of 25 000 words
• also useful for people learning Hungarian
• the complete material is also available in electronic version

DICTIONARY OF THE HUNGARIAN LANGUAGE FOR CHILDREN

FOR CHILDREN AGED 6–12
Tátrai, Idikó
ISBN 978 963 05 8684 9 • 300 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback • price €18
• an abundantly illustrated dictionary
• especially for young students between 6–12
• 2000 headwords based on school requirements
• clear, brief definitions, modern examples
• exciting questions and varied exercises
DICTIONARY OF HUNGARIAN SYNONYMS WITH ONLINE ACCESS
O. Nagy, Gábor–Ruzsiczyk, Éva
ISBN 978 963 05 8727 3 • 884 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
12 500 headwords • 30 000 synonyms • price €30
• for expressing our thoughts more clearly
• for composing messages in a distinct and explicit style
• the complete material is also available in electronic version

DICTIONARY OF FOREIGN WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
Bakos, Ferenc
ISBN 963 05 7875 1 • 748 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • price €25

DICTIONARY OF FOREIGN WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS WITH ONLINE ACCESS
Bakos, Ferenc
ISBN 978 963 05 8798 3 • 748 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
30 000 headwords • price €30
• the spelling and pronunciation of the foreign words taken into the Hungarian language
• outlandish words, idiomatic expressions and proper names in Hungarian texts
• professional vocabulary of information technology, law, economics, engineering and science
• also available on CD-ROM

HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF DERIVATIONS
Janurik, Tamás
ISBN 978 963 05 8598 6 • 336 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback
almost 2000 affixes • almost 20 000 derivations • price €35
• systematically organized Hungarian affixes
• indispensable for philological researchers

HUNGARIAN DICTIONARY OF SLANG
Kővécsey, Zoltán
ISBN 978 963 05 8696 2 • 336 pp. • 142×198 mm • hardback
9000 headwords • 1000 sample sentences • price €15
• recent slang and jargon expressions
• rich vocabulary, illustrative examples
• introductory essay
• index of synonyms

OTHER HUNGARIAN MONOLINGUAL DICTIONARIES

THE ORTHOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
Fábián, Pál–Földi, Ervin–Hőnyi, Ede • ISBN 978 963 05 7535 5 • 132 pp. • 142×198 mm hardback • price €8

THE ORTHOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF MEDICAL TERMS
Fábián, Pál–Magasi, Péter • ISBN 963 05 6298 7 • 591 pp. • 168×238 mm • hardback
90 000 headwords • price €20

PROVERBS AND SAYINGS WITH ANIMALS
Forgács, Tamás • ISBN 963 05 8314 3 • 418 pp. • 142×198 mm • paperback • price €23

TRANSYLVANIAN–HUNGARIAN SAYINGS
Vőö, Gabriella • ISBN 978 963 05 8553 8 • 424 pp. • 142×198 mm • paperback
40 000 proverbs and sayings • price €15

FROM MOUTH TO MOUTH
Tóth, Béla • ISBN 963 05 7862 X • 456 pp. • 142×198 mm • paperback • price €25

TYPOGRAPHY AND ORTHOGRAPHY
FOR 30 LANGUAGES
Érdi, Júlia–Garai, Péter • ISBN 978 963 05 8495 6 • 190 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €20
LEXICON OF PLAYING CARDS
Berend, Mihály
ISBN 978 963 05 8555 2 • 464 pp. • 200x225 mm • hardback • price €28
• nearly 250 card games and 100 variants
• card games, card theories, card history

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Mészáros, Ernő
ISBN 978 963 05 8317 7 • 318 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
2000 headwords • price €40
• understandable definitions of concepts of environmental protection
• human impact, functioning of the planetary environment,
relationship between human nature and environment

LEXICON OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION WITH CD-ROM
AND ONLINE ACCESS VOL 1–2.
Láng, István
ISBN 978 963 05 8496 8 • 1256 pp. • 210x297 mm • hardback
10 000 címszó • price €75
• the concepts of environmental protection
• and environmental science
• the definitions of environmental conventions,
organizations, institutions, disciplines

PSYCHOLOGY
Pléh, Csaba-Boross, Ottília
ISBN 978 963 05 8658 0 • 404 pp. • 142x198 mm • hardback
3000 headwords • price €30
• helps to orientate in Hungarian and English
psychological literature
• Hungarian definitions of English headwords
• English-Hungarian dictionary in appendix

PERHAPS THE ELEPHANT
Verbóczy, Antal
ISBN 978 963 05 8779 2 • 96 pp. • 117x165 mm • hardback • price €12
This tale is a glimpse into the life of a family. A yellow plastic toy, Pam the Elf plays an important role in the lives of two schoolchildren, Dóra and Fürtöske.

BERZENKE AND THE TROUPERS
Kertész, Balázs Montanus
ISBN 978 963 05 8846 1 • 114 pp. • 117x165 mm • hardback • price €12
One day Berzenke starts to feel that nothing is right,
and so decides to set out to see the world. He meets
the Troupers on the road, and the ugly world, which so far
seemed stifling, might open for him once again...
PRACTICAL HUNGARIAN GRAMMAR IN USE
Görbe, Tamás-Szita, Szilvia
ISBN 978 963 05 8703 7 • 368 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €25
- grammatical summary and exercises for learners and teachers of the Hungarian language
- bilingual textbook (Hungarian–English) describing and practising the most important rules of Hungarian grammar
- bilingual explanations and monolingual Hungarian exercises
- the appendix consists of bilingual charts and a Hungarian key to the exercises

HALLÓ, ITT MAGYARORSZÁG! 1 – WITH AUDIO CD
COURSE BOOK 1
Erdős, József–Prileszky, Csilla
ISBN 978 963 05 8303 9 • 172 pp. • 210x297 mm • paperback • price €20

HALLÓ, ITT MAGYARORSZÁG! 2 – WITH AUDIO CD
COURSE BOOK 2
Erdős, József–Prileszky, Csilla
ISBN 978 963 05 8443 2 • 164 pp. • 210x297 mm • paperback • price €20
- 20 uniformly organised units: situations, illustrated exercises improving speaking skills
- texts of units and sample conversations on audio CD
- both for individual learners and groups

HALLÓ, ITT MAGYARORSZÁG!
SUPPLEMENTARY BOOK
Erdős, József–Prileszky, Csilla
ISBN 978 963 05 8107 3 • 264 pp. • 210x297 mm • paperback • price €15
- with key for exercises in volume 1 and 2
- collection of vocabulary and grammar expressions in five languages (Hungarian, English, German, French, Italian)
- Hungarian–English and Hungarian–German contrastive introduction of new vocabulary and important grammar structures of the two course books – chapter by chapter

KILIKI A FÖLDÖN I.
COURSE BOOK
Gróf, Annamária–Szende, Virág–Varga, Csilla–Vidéki, Erzsébet
ISBN 978 963 05 5867 1 • 184 pp. • 210x297 mm • paperback • price €25
- for 7–11 year-old children learning Hungarian at beginner level
- interesting, easily learnable basic story, firm grammatical and lexical basis, improving all four skills (speaking, listening, reading, writing) in a balanced way
- ten units: comic-like texts, each topic with related grammar, dictionary and exercises
- on CD: texts, exercises to improve speaking and listening skills

KILIKI A FÖLDÖN I.
TEACHER’S KIT
Gróf, Annamária–Szende, Virág–Varga, Csilla–Vidéki, Erzsébet
ISBN 978 963 05 8370 4 • 210x297 mm • paperback • price €25
- in teacher’s kit: teacher’s book and key, extra supplementary material that can be copied and cut out

MAGYAR MOZAIK 4.
COURSE BOOK WITH AUDIO CD
Hegedűs, Rita–Oszkó, Beatrix
ISBN 963 05 8221 X • 220 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €25

MAGYAR MOZAIK 4.
WORKBOOK WITH AUDIO CD
Hegedűs, Rita–Oszkó, Beatrix
ISBN 963 05 8222 8 • 124 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €20
- extends the correct usage and language awareness
- 15 units with authentic texts
- readings and specific cultural information about Hungary
- grammar information with exercises
- key for individual learners
COURSE BOOK • ENGLISH

COURSE BOOK • ENGLISH

TWO–LEVEL SCHOOL LEAVING EXAM

BLUEBIRD I.
COURSE BOOK 1 – INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Király, Zsolt-Jilly, Viktor–Halápi, Magdolna
ISBN 978 963 05 8699 3 • 172 pp. • 200×290 mm • paperback • price €20

BLUEBIRD II.
COURSE BOOK 2 – INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Király, Zsolt-Jilly, Viktor–Halápi, Magdolna
ISBN 978 963 05 8700 6 • 176 pp. • 200×290 mm • paperback • price €20

BLUEBIRD WORKBOOK
Király, Zsolt-Jilly, Viktor–Halápi, Magdolna
ISBN 978 963 05 8701 3 • 208 pp. • 200×290 mm paperback • price €12

BLUEBIRD TEACHER’S BOOK
Király, Zsolt-Jilly, Viktor–Halápi, Magdolna–Christopher Ryan
ISBN 978 963 05 8702 0 • 128 pp. • 200×290 mm paperback • price €15

ORIGO

ENGLISH BASIC EXAM – WRITTEN AND ORAL PARTS
ISBN 978 963 05 8781 5 • 132 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €20

ENGLISH WRITTEN EXAMINATION
ISBN 978 963 05 8333 6 • 124 pp. • 238×168 mm • paperback • price €25

MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS FOR THE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION
ISBN 978 963 05 5728 0 • 126 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €20

ORIGÓ – JUNIOR LANGUAGE EXAM – FORTHCOMING
ISBN 978 963 05 8853 9 • 120 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback

ENGLISH BASIC EXAM – ORAL PART

ECONOMIC LANGUAGE BOOKS

WRITTEN TASKS FOR THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION
Barta, Éva–Loch, Ágnes • ISBN 963 05 7864 6 • 184 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €20

LISTENING COMPREHENSION FOR THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION WITH AUDIO CD
Barta, Éva • ISBN 978 963 05 8063 2 • 64 pp. • 210×297 mm • paperback • price €25

ORAL EXERCISES FOR THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION WITH AUDIO CD
Loch, Ágnes–Barta, Éva • ISBN 978 963 05 8645 0 • 98 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €21

PREPARATION FOR BUSINESS ENGLISH LANGUAGE EXAMINATIONS WITH AUDIO CDS
Görgényi, István–Várkonyi, Andrea • ISBN 978 963 05 8506 4 • 360 pp. • 168×238 mm paperback • price €25

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS AND EVERYDAY USE WITH 2 AUDIO CDS
Radványi, Tamás–Székács, Györgyné • ISBN 978 963 05 8371 8 • 342 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €30

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE WITH 2 AUDIO CDS
Radványi, Tamás–Görgényi, István • ISBN 963 05 8281 3 • 306 pp. • 168×238 mm • paperback • price €27

EXAMPASS

BLACKBIRD WITH AUDIO CD
Király, Zsolt • ISBN 978 963 05 8494 4 • 400 pp. • 202×285 mm • paperback • price €35

BLACKBIRD TEACHER’S BOOK
Király, Zsolt • ISBN 978 963 05 7536 2 • 116 pp. • 202×285 mm • paperback • price €20

CULTURAL RELATIONS
A COURSE BOOK ON BRITISH, AUSTRALIAN, AMERICAN AND CANADIAN CULTURE
Donner, Daniella–Pintéř, Károly–Suba, Ferenc–Surányi, Emőke–Szántó, Ildikó
ISBN 97896 05 7722 9 • 324 pp. • 202×285 mm • paperback • price €32
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**TELCE**

**TELC PRÁCTICAL EXERCISES – CERTIFICATE IN ENGLISH**
ISBN 978 963 05 8366 8 • 288 pp. • 210x297 mm • paperback • price €25

**TELC CERTIFICATE IN ENGLISH WITH AUDIO CD-ROM**
ISBN 963 05 8158 2 • 48 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €20

**ECONOMIC LANGUAGE BOOKS**

**ZIEL: WIRTSCHAFTSDEUTSCHPRÜFUNG**

Borgulya, Istvánné–Somogyvári, Mártá–Sümegíné Dobrai, Katalin
ISBN 963 05 8306 2 • 340 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback • price €22

**WIRTSCHAFTSKENNTNISSE AUF DEUTSCH**

Sümegíné, Dobrai–Borgulya Istvánné, Katalin–Jacob, Renate–Mátéyás, Judit
ISBN 963 05 8304 6 • 276 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback • price €22

**LISTENING COMPREHENSION FOR THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION**

Bajkó, István Zsigmond–Szőkény Péter, Mártá • ISBN 978 963 05 7603 1 • 142 pp. • 168x238 mm paperback • price €26

**WRITTEN TASKS FOR THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION**

Molnár, Judit–Pintér Mártá–Polakovits, Sarolta • ISBN 963 05 7799 2 • 140 pp. • 168x238 mm paperback • price €20

**ORAL TASKS AT THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION**

Bajkó, István Zsigmond–Szőkény Péter, Mártá • ISBN 963 05 8046 2 • 132 pp. • 124x183 mm Paperback • price €18

**PRÜFUNGSPASS**

**THEMENKOMPASS WITH AUDIO CD – GERMAN LANGUAGE EXAMINATION PREPARATORY COURSE**

Dömők, Szilvia • ISBN 978 963 05 8493 7 • 356 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €20

**THEMENKOMPASS**

**THEACHER’S BOOK**

Dömők, Szilvia • ISBN 963 05 7566 3 • 100 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €20

**GRAMMATIKKOMPASS**

**GRAMMAR PRACTICE BOOK**

Dömők, Szilvia • ISBN 978 963 05 8111 0 • 136 pp. • 202x285 mm • paperback • price €17

**COURSE BOOKS**

**GERMAN GRAMMAR FOR HUNGARIANS**

Hoberg, Rudolf–Hoberg, Ursula–Földes, Csaba • ISBN 963 05 7809 0 • 436 pp. • 98x137 mm • paperback • price €20

**PHONETIK UND PHONOLOGIE DES DEUTSCHEN**

Uzonyi, Pál • ISBN 963 05 7564 7 • 272 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback • price €20

**GERMAN WRITTEN EXAMINATION**

ISBN 963 05 7506 X • 136 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback • price €20

**LISTENING COMPREHENSION FOR THE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION WITH AUDIO CD**

ISBN 978 963 05 7555 3 • 56 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback • price €25

**WRITTEN TASKS FOR THE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION**

ISBN 963 05 7506 X • 136 pp. • 168x238 mm • paperback • price €20
FRENCH

TRANSLATION INTO HUNGARIAN AND READING COMPREHENSION
ISBN 963 05 7371 3  •  152 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €20

LISTENING COMPREHENSION FOR THE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION WITH AUDIO CD
ISBN 978 963 05 7583 6  •  92 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €20

WRITTEN TASKS FOR THE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION
ISBN 963 05 7798 4  •  200 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €25

GRAMMAR PRACTICE, TRANSLATION INTO HUNGARIAN AND READING COMPREHENSION
ISBN 963 05 7639 2  •  224 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €20

MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS FOR THE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION
ISBN 978 963 05 7637 6  •  140 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €20

CONTEMPORARY FRENCH GRAMMAR
Eckhardt, Sándor  •  ISBN 963 05 8047 0  •  484 pp.  •  142x198 mm  •  paperback  •  price €25

LATIN

LATIN COURSE BOOK
Betts, Gavin  •  ISBN 963 05 7394 6  •  380 pp.  •  130x198 mm  •  paperback  •  price €20

ITALIAN

DESCRIPTIVE ITALIAN GRAMMAR
Herczeg, Gyula  •  ISBN 963 05 7941 3  •  500 pp.  •  142x198 mm  •  paperback  •  price €25

AZIENDA ITALIA II.
PREPARATORY COURSE FOR THE ECONOMIC LANGUAGE EXAMINATION IN ITALIAN
Dr. Szabó, Érszébet  •  ISBN 963 05 7986 3  •  376 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €25

ORIGO ESPERANTO WRITTEN TASKS
ISBN 978 963 05 8841 6  •  160 pp.  •  168x238 mm  •  paperback  •  price €20
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

MAIZE PRODUCTION
Nagy, János
ISBN 978 963 05 8636 8 • 2008 • 410 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €63
This book deals with the origin, botanical properties and physiology of maize as one of the most important cultivated plants of the world. Special attention is paid to the scientific results available as well as practical experiences which have been gathered over the last generations by several students and practising experts. Today, a host of several thousand products are made from maize (foods, plastics, bioethanol), the author draws upon the rich past and exploits the new achievements of the rapidly developing technologies.

ANTIQUE STUDIES

GALLIC-BRITON-GERMAN PRELUDES IN MAKING THE “WEST”
A PAMPHLET FOR TURN OF PATTERNS
Várády, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8693 1 • 2009 • 84 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €12
Expounding new historical designs and tackling modern issues, the pamphlet basically provides a refashioned portraiture of the birth of the “West”. The revolutionary process which inaugurated the Middle Ages and determined the further epochs up to Modernity appears in a differently conceptualized and more shapely featured formula.

ECONOMICS

CRISIS IN ECONOMICS?
Csaba, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8661 0 • 2009 • 226 pp. • 170x240 mm • paperback • price €45
Professor Csaba raises in this timely book the crucial issues for theory and policy which emerge from the current crisis and its implications for old and new Europe alike. He displays an unusual skill in combining rigorous analysis with ambitious generalisations as well as a great deal of respect for facts with advocating challenging theories. He adds to all this a historical perspective.

HISTORY

CHOCOLATE AND CHESS
UNLOCKING LAKATOS
Bandy, Alex
ISBN 978 963 05 8819 5 • 2010 • 476 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €38
“Chocolate and Chess” is a Holocaust story with a twist. It reads like a thriller, but it is the true tale of Imre Lakatos, the brilliant philosopher of the London School of Economics, who was a mystery to colleagues, friends and lovers and to Britain’s MI5. Surviving the Holocaust, he wanted to start anew and devoted his energies to building the Hungarian Communist Party. Surviving torture and incarceration by his comrades, he left for England for another fresh start. But the secret services of countries on both sides of the Cold War divide remained interested in him, and England denied him citizenship despite the backing of esteemed colleagues like Karl Popper. Based on previously classified Western counterintelligence and Hungarian secret police archives, this book endeavours to fill gaps in the knowledge of both cognoscenti and countercynes.

THE PSEUDISM IN POLICY
PAMPHLET ON REVERSE OF HISTORY
Várády, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8851 5 • 2010 • 56 pp. • 85 • hardback • price €6
The since ever existing roleplayings, theatricalities, and “as-if” phenomena of mankind appear in policy with peculiar emphases, and bear far more relevance than in everyday life owing to their deep public impacts in epochal-historical trajectory. Curious and emphatic evidences are provided by such a statesman as emperor Augustus, highly competent in world wide policymaking, and we have quaintnesses in these concerns with Caesar or later e.g. in the stance thereon with Shakespeare, Sebastian Brant and Carlo Caraffa. The pseudistic phenomena on political stage of Modernity are in the pamphlet together with their manifold sensitive strands and far-reaching effects duly charted and assessed.
LITERATURE

SIMPLE STROPHIC PATTERNS S Poetica et Metrica
Seláf, Levente–van Driel, Joost–Aziz, Hanna–Noel, Patrizia
ISBN 978 963 05 8818 8 • 2010 • 230 pp. • 140x200 mm • hardback • price €20
Simple Strophic Patterns-Formes Strophiques Simples presents structural, historical, and evolutionary aspects of what constitutes strophic forms. The studies of the volume offer an interdisciplinary (literary, musical, and linguistic) approach to the question of metrical simplicity in the Dutch, English, French, Galician, German, Hungarian, Italian, Provençal, Spanish, and Medieval Latin poetical traditions.

MEDICINE

CAPSAICINOIDS S Poetica et Metrica
Mózsiik, Gyula
ISBN 978 963 05 8694 8 • 2009 • 256 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €32
Capsaicinoids are a well-known species which are able to modify the capsaicin sensitive afferent nerves.
In their study programme the authors summarized the different agricultural, chemical, physiological, pharmacological, toxicological, national and international jural, patent, pharmaceutical industrial, economical problems during the development of new drug combinations of capsaicinoids with different nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) in orally applicable drugs.

MUSICOLGY

THE PSALMS AND FOLK SONGS OF A MYSTIC TURKISH ORDER
Sipos, János–Csáká, Éva
ISBN 978 963 05 8821 8 • 2010 • 668 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €98
The subject matter of the book is the psalms and folk songs of an Islamic mystic community, the Bektashis living in the European part of Turkey. The book contains several photos and transcriptions, and a CD-supplement with the most typical tunes of the Bektashi community.

PHILOSOPHY

RELIGIO ACADEMICI S Participatio
Losonczi, Péter
ISBN 978 963 05 8707 5 • 2009 • 248 pp. • 140x200 mm • paperback • price €20
This collection of studies has come to be in the wake of a Budapest workshop on a short text entitled Religio academici, written by Károly (“Karl”) Kerényi, perhaps the greatest Hungarian classical philologist ever. Kerényi’s brilliant paper reflects on how a student of antiquity has to relate to ancient religious phenomena he or she does not take for granted but has deep respect for.

PHYSICS

MAJOR FINDINGS OF PMK-2 TEST RESULTS AND VALIDATION OF THERMOHYDRAULIC SYSTEM CODES FOR VVER SAFETY STUDIES
FINAL REPORT ON THE PKM-2 PROJEKT
ISBN 978 963 05 8810 2 • 2009 • 304 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €68
PMK-2 projects were initiated at the very beginning of the 1980s, parallel to the start-up of the Paks nuclear power plant of VVER-440/213 type. The main aims of the projects were to get experimental information on transients and accidents anticipated to occur in the plant, and to apply the experimental results obtained for validation of thermohydraulic system codes applied to the national licensing analysis of the Paks nuclear power plant.

PSYCHOLOGY

HISTORY AND THEORIES OF MIND
Pléh, Csaba
ISBN 978 963 05 8560 4 • 2009 • 278 pp. • 170x240 mm • paperback • price €40
The history of cognitive science in combination with the history of psychology is essential to understand the nature of multidisciplinarity approaches to human cognition. This collection of essays intends to provide the reader with a rich image to understand cognition both from a conceptual, a historical and a social point of view.
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ANTIQUE STUDIES

THE RIDDLE OF WEST ROMAN BANKRUPTCY
Várady, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8639 9 • 2008 • 188 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €35

Aiming at a definite presentation of conclusive scopes, the author enlarges and revises here his earlier, radical examinations of the controversial issues of Late Roman military organization and agrarian taxation: the two fields of West Roman decay.

EARTH SCIENCES

RECENT INNOVATIONS IN OIL AND GAS RECOVERY
Lakatos, István
ISBN 978 963 05 8719 8 • 2009 • 316 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €40

This book illustrates some of the recent achievements, technologies and laboratory studies in diverse areas of reservoir engineering, well stimulation, IOR/EOR methods, physical and colloid chemistry, geochemistry, etc. closely connected to oil and gas recovery. In this volume of the book series, the authors enjoying worldwide reputation repeatedly guarantee the high quality and value of papers.

ECONOMICS

ASSESSING INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY
Iwasaki, Ichiro–Szémán, Zsuzsa–Gál, Iván Róbert
ISBN 978 963 05 8562 0 • 2008 • 216 pp. • 170x240 mm • paperback • price €40

The Project on Intergenerational Equity (PIE) is a top-priority research project sponsored by the Ministry of Education and Science of Japan. The project was launched in 2001 by the Institute of Economic Research, Hitotsubashi University (Tokyo, Japan) and carried forward by the Center for Intergenerational Studies, newly established in 2007 within the Institute. The PIE is designated to study intergenerational issues in Japan and the world with the participation of a wide range of international researchers. This volume contains the research results of the project concerning Hungary.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS OF ENLARGING EUROPEAN UNION

Palánkai, Tibor
ISBN 963 05 8071 3 • 2004 • 400 pp. • 170x240 mm • hardback • price €79
Integration theories focus on five important dimensions of the process of integration among the countries: the content (or essence) of integration processes; the organizational forms and institutions of integration; regulation (policies) and governance of integration; the advantages and disadvantages of integration (cost-benefit analysis); and finally, the problems of integration maturity (capacities or capabilities for integration).

ECONOMICS

ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND DEVELOPMENT

Czeglédi, Pál–Kapás, Judit
ISBN 978 963 05 8677 1 • 2009 • 230 pp. • 140x200mm • hardback • price €40
One of the most pressing questions in economics is why some countries develop while others do not. The past twenty years have seen a resurgent research effort devoted to this question, one branch dealing with the issue of institutions, such as property rights, the rule of law, democratic checks and balances, and even trust or religious beliefs.

ECONOMICS

REBUILDING MARKET ECONOMY IN THE BALTIC AND CENTRAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Kiglics, István
ISBN 978 963 05 8557 6 • 2007 • 416 pp. • 170x240mm • hardback • price €45
This paper concentrates on the process of transition in eight Central-Eastern European countries after the collapse of the Berlin Wall until their EU accession in 2005.

ECONOMICS

THE NEW POLITICAL ECONOMY OF EMERGING EUROPE

Csaba, László
ISBN 978 963 05 8459 3 • 2007 • 396 pp. • 140x200 mm • hardback • price €60
This book provides an overview of the economic challenges of the post-transition period when the Communist past is no longer a defining feature of development. Interpreting successes and failures in a single analytical frame the book is devoted to the new agenda faced by middle income countries in the double challenge of globalization and Europeanization.

ETHNOGRAPHY

KHANTY MYTHOLOGY

Hoppál, Mihály–Napolskikh, Vladimir–Siikala, Anna–Leena
ISBN 963 05 8284 6 • 2006 • 244 pp. • 170x240mm • hardback • price €55
The Encyclopaedia of Uralic Mythologies offers a comparative base for the study of the roots and present forms of Finno-Ugrian and Samoyed mythologies and ethnic religions. The peoples speaking the Uralic languages are indigenous peoples of Northern Asia in the territory extending from Fennoscandia to the Taimyr Peninsula. Along with their complicated histories and cultural differences, the Uralic groups have maintained and created original religious and mythological traditions, where traces of archaic religious systems, e.g. shamanism, animal ceremonialism and astral mythology, merged with ancient foreign influences and more recent religions.

ETHNOGRAPHY

DANCE STRUCTURES

Kaepler, Adrienne L.–Dunin, Elsie Ivancich
ISBN 978 963 05 8542 2 • 2007 • 424 pp. • 170x240mm • hardback • price €48
The study and analysis of dance structures have been of continuing interest since the mid-twentieth century; however, the lack of a compendium of studies on the varied approaches has hindered further development and comparative work. This book fills that gap and presents various perspectives on the analysis of human movement systems from a wide range of societies in several parts of the world.

The study of literature has been an integral part of academic education for over a century now. Owing to its medium, language, literature is a major component of degree courses in foreign languages, of which English is by far the most popular today.
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